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How did Scots become 
‘Scots’?



Off	Langagis	in	Bretayne	sere		
I	fynd	that	sum	tym	fyff	thare	were:		
Off	Brettys	fyrst,	and	Inglis	syne,		
Peycht,	and	Scot,	and	syne	Latyne.	

The	Orygynale	Cronykil	of	Scotland,	ll.1373-1376	
by	Androw	of	Wyntoun	(c.1420)

cf.	McClure	1981

• ‘Inglis’ as referring to Scots



[...]	
Lyke	as	in	Latyn	beyn	Grew	termys	ſum,		
So	me	behufyt	quhilum,	or	than	be	dum,	
Sum	baſtard	Latyn,	Franch,	or	Inglys	oys,		
Quhar	ſcant	was	Scottis,	I	had	nane	other	choys.	

The	Aeneid,	Prologue,	ll.3-6	
Gavin	Douglas	(1513)

Heyr	begynnys	the	wark	of	Virgyll	prynce	of	Latyn	poetis	
in	his	twelf	bukis	of	Eneados	compilit	and	translaitit	furth	
of	Latyn	in	our	Scottis	langage	by	ane	right	nobill	and	
wirschipfull	clerk	Master	Gawyn	Dowglas…

• ‘Scottis’ as referring to Scots
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๏ Focus on the early sound/spelling history of Scots


๏ Main RQs:  
✴ What does the diversity of spelling in Scots 

(1380-1500) imply about its sound system? 

✴ How did the system develop?

yhere,	ʒer(e),	ʒhere,	iere,	yeer,	yer,	yhe,	yheere,	
yheir,	yheir(is),	yheir(e),	yhere,	yhere(is),	þhere,	

ʒeere,	ʒeir,	ʒeir(e)-,	ʒere,	ʒerr,	ʒer,	ʒer(is),	ʒeyr(e),	
ʒher,	ʒer(is),	etc.	



๏ Data source:  
A Linguistic Atlas of Older Scots (LAOS)  

(Williamson 2008) 

c.1250 Scots ‘local documents’ (c. 400k wds)


1380-1500 

๏ Output:  
A freely available, fully searchable, online database 

to answer user-defined questions 



From spellings to sounds

Location: Arbroath Abbey

LAOS text #341, NLS Ms 34.4.3

Year: 1459

[ˈnɪxt.bʊr.∫ɪp]



๏ In non-standard spelling systems, orthography is not fixed 
๏ Spellings represent some sound-based substance 
๏ But there is variation! 

๏ How can we exploit the full potential of spelling evidence?

‘year’ 2265 tokens 855 texts in the Linguistic Atlas of Older Scots 
109 forms: e.g. ʒere, ʒer(e), ʒhere, ʒeyr(e), ʒher, ʒerr, ʒer”, ʒeere, ʒeir, 

iere, yeer, yer, yhe, yhere, yheere, yheir, yheir(e), yhere, þhere, 
yheir(is), yhere(is), ʒer(is), ʒer(is), yheirly, ʒeir(e)le, ʒerly, ʒer ly etc. 

From spellings to sounds



Investigating historical sound systems 
Triangulate on:

[?]

Spelling 
Evidence

Data from 
earlier and 
later stages

Typology of 
sound 
change

Phonological 
theory

Scholarly 
literature



From spellings to sounds
๏ NYCHTBOUR, again 
๏ What else could <ch> represent? 
๏ Compared to other words in the 

systems, [x] is likely  
๏ In Old English nehebur <h>=[x] 
๏ Present day Scots is usually 

neibour = [ˈni.bər]  
๏ Similar words retain [x]: dochter 
๏ Since it was spelled with <ch> it 

must have still had [x]

A sound-substitution set: <ch>

Based on proposed sounds for all FITS words with <ch>
๏ [x] = aucht, dochter, nicht, echt, hech, loch … 
๏ [θ] = bach, lench, muoch, strencht …  
๏ [ʧ] = chalys, cheike, chekin, cheis … 
๏ [k] = chorn, chynde, chanoune … 
๏ [ð] = worchy, nychir 



Building the database
๏ Break words up into graphemes 
๏ Propose sound values (based on literature) 
๏ Link words to their attested etymological sources 
๏ Re-evaluate sound values (with a full set of proposed values) 

based on: 
๏ Overall distribution of spellings 
๏ The place and time of each instance 
๏ The word’s historical sounds (source) 
๏ Present-day reflexes of the word and sound 
๏ What we know about sound change



๏ Most of the sound-system of Scots follows from Old English (Anglian 
dialects) – but not all of it!

The sources of Scots sounds

cheyscheiß

cēse

kirk cherch

caseus κυριακόν

ciricekirkja

[ʧ]
15c 

Scots

Latin Byz. 
Greek

Old 
English Old 

Norse

[k]
velar palatalisation

[ʧ][k]

[ʧ]
Old 

English

[k] [ʧ]

[k]
palatalisationno-palatalisation

15c 
English

15c 
Scots

15c 
English



Mapping sources to forms:Changes

15c Scots

Old English

spellings

sounds

sounds

15c Scots

Old Norse

spellings

sounds

sounds

Old English cēse to 15c Scots cheiß

Scandinavian kirkja to 15c Scots kyrk Final fricative devoicing

Final vowel deletion

Short vowel lowering
Final 

syllable 
deletion



An	emblematic	change:	L-vocalisation

Old English gold to 15c Scots gowd

15c Scots

Old English

spellings

sounds

sounds

L-vocalisation



What will the FITS corpus do?
๏ FITS provides a first ‘grapho-phonologically parsed’ corpus for a historical 

language variety 
๏ It links: 
๏ 15c Scots spellings to proposed sounds 
๏ 15c Scots forms to their etymological sources, via a ‘corpus of changes’ 
๏ 15c attestations to entries in OED and the Dictionary of Scots Language 

๏ It will allow users to survey and quantify: 
๏ relationships between spellings and sounds 
๏ contexts where particular sounds/spellings occur 
๏ variation across the time-period of the corpus 
๏ variants across the attested locations of the corpus



Thanks!
More at www.amc.lel.ed.ac.uk/fits/

Burns Day, 2017


